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LOCK PACK
Keyless Lockout

Solution

Description
The LOCK PACK is a collection of three locking devices
designed by Socket & See to provide an easy and
affordable way to secure electrical installations. Each
device features a 3-digit combination that can be set
by the user and reset as required.

The MCB LOCK is specifically designed to secure most
commonly found MCBs, RCDs and mains switches. To
use it, set the combination, place the device over the
MCB switch, and lock it using the combination.

The PLUG LOCK is designed to lock off any 3-pin 13
Amp 240v BS 1363 UK plug. To use it, set the
combination, place the device over the plug pins, and
turn the screw until it securely contacts the earth pin.
Then, gently pull the plug to ensure it is attached and
lock it using the combination.

The FUSE LOCK is designed to secure any fused spur
socket. To use it, set the combination, remove the fuse
from its holder, place the device over the empty fuse
holder, and screw the pin down to fasten the FUSE
LOCK into place. Finally, lock it using the combination.

Each device is unique due to the customisable
combination feature and there are no keys to lose.
These devices can help to prevent accidental
energising of electrical installations and promote safe
working practices.

Socket & See Lock Off & Safe Isolation
MCB LOCK Lock Off Device

FUSE Lock Lock Off Device

PLUG Lock Lock Off Device

VIP150 Voltage Tester

VIP200 Two-Pole Voltage Tester

SP200 Proving Unit

SP400 Proving Unit with Non-Contact Test Pad

■ Affordable and simple solution for locking off MCBs,
plugs, and fused spur sockets

■ Unique 3-digit combination, no keys required, and
resettable functionality

■ MCB lock affixes directly to the main switch, RCD or
MCB

■ Ensures safety and compliance with industry
regulations

■ Two 'DO NOT OPERATE' tags included

■ Promotes safe working practices

■ Suitable for various applications

■ Robust and durable design

■ Quick and easy to use
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